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ABSTRACT 

A rate theory model was developed and parameterized for U3Si2 use under light water 

reactors (LWRs) conditions, based on both first-principle calculations and post-

irradiation examinations (PIEs) data. As limited in-pile PIE data are available for U3Si2 

at LWR temperatures, high-energy Xe ion implantation was performed to support 

model development. PIEs of Xe-implanted U3Si2 specimens unveils quantitative fission 

gas bubble morphology data at different temperatures, which were then utilized for 

optimization and validation of the model parameters. The optimized rate theory model 

was used to predict the fission gas behavior of U3Si2 under steady state LWR 

conditions. During steady-state operation, intragranular bubbles with bimodal size 

distribution dominate U3Si2’s fission gas behavior in LWRs, leading to controllable 

gaseous swelling. The model optimized in this study can also be used to predict the 

fission gas behavior during a loss-of-coolant accident to help better understand the 

accident tolerance of U3Si2 in LWRs. 

 

1. Introduction 

Developing a novel fuel-cladding solution with enhanced accident tolerance has become a 
focus of the nuclear energy community since the severe nuclear accident in Fukushima [1]. 
With advantageous heavy metal density and thermos-physical properties, U3Si2 is regarded 
as a promising accident tolerant fuel (ATF) candidate for light water reactors (LWRs) and 
thus has been intensely studied and invested in over the past few years. To evaluate the 
feasibility of using U3Si2 as a LWR fuel, its fuel performance must be well understood and 
accurately predicted. A series of computational and experimental efforts have been made to 
investigate U3Si2’s fuel behavior under LWR conditions [2-6], including the development of a 
rate theory model that is capable of predicting U3Si2’s fission gas behavior during steady 
state operation [7]. However, due to the absence of in-pile irradiation data collected at LWR 
temperatures, the fuel performance modeling of U3Si2 as a LWR ATF has to rely on post-
irradiation examination (PIE) data from low-temperature (<250ºC) research reactor data [8] 



and atomistic simulation results. Experimental results obtained under LWR conditions are 
required to optimize, verify, and validate these models. 
 
In nuclear fuels, the majority of radiation-induced microstructural modifications are caused by 
fission fragments, which are ~100 MeV energetic heavy ions. Therefore, high-energy heavy 
ion irradiation generated by accelerators is able to replicate the radiation effects in nuclear 
fuels [9-12]. Therefore, before the detailed microstructural PIE data from ATF-1 in-pile 
irradiation campaign is available, high-energy ion irradiation can be adopted to provide some 
preliminary but essential experimental references on U3Si2’s microstructural responses to 
irradiation so as to support the fuel performance model development that is required for the 
fuel qualification of U3Si2. 
 
In this study, U3Si2 specimens were implanted by high-energy Xe ions at LWR temperatures 
in Argonne Tandem Linac Accelerator System (ATLAS). The morphology of Xe bubbles 
formed under different implantation conditions were quantitatively investigated by 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques. These PIE data of Xe bubbles were 
then utilized to optimize and validate a rate theory developed solely based on research 
reactor experiments and density functional theory (DFT) calculations [7]. The fission gas 
behavior predicted by the improved code was compared with both previous simulation 
results as well as experimental observations. 
 
2. Methods 

2.1 Ion Irradiation and Post-Irradiation Examinations (PIEs) 

The U3Si2 specimens (Φ8.3 mm × 2 mm discs) used in this ion irradiation experiment were 
sectioned from U3Si2 pellets that were fabricated using the same procedures as those pellets 
irradiated in the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) as a part of the ATF-1 irradiation campaign 
[13]. The specimen surface was mechanically polished to 0.05 μm before final vibratory 
polishing. Three specimens were then implanted by a 100 particle nA 84 MeV Xe ion beam 
in the ATLAS facility at 300ºC, 450ºC, and 600ºC, respectively. 84 MeV Xe ions create ~8 
μm deep radiation damage and Xe deposition profiles in the U3Si2 specimens according to 

the SRIM calculation following Stolller et al’s method [14]. Assuming a 2D Gaussian beam 
profile, a uniform peak ion fluence of 1.39×1017 ions/cm2 was applied for all three specimens, 
which corresponds to a ~499 dpa peak radiation dose and a ~0.92% peak Xe concentration. 
The PIE of these Xe implanted specimens was conducted at the Materials Characterization 
Suite (MaCS) in Center for Advanced Energy Studies (CAES). TEM lamellae were prepared 
from these Xe implanted specimens using an FEI Quanta 3D FEG focused ion beam (FIB) 
system. The lamellae were then characterized using an FEI Tecnai TF30-FEG STwin STEM 
working at 300 kV. Both high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) Z-contrast and bright field 
(BF) diffraction contrast imaging techniques were used to examine the bubble morphology in 
the TEM lamellae. It is worth mentioning that the as-fabricated U3Si2 contains ~15 vol.% USi 
and UO2 inclusions. The PIEs of the ion irradiated samples were focused on the U3Si2 
matrix. 
 

2.2 Rate Theory Model for U3Si2 under LWR conditions 

The GRASS-SST fission gas behavior code, which is based on a mechanistic rate theory 
model governing the evolution of fission gas bubbles of different sizes at different locations in 
monolithic polycrystalline fuels, was used in this study [15]. Previously, using research 
reactor PIE data and first principle calculations, the GRASS-SST rate theory model was 
parameterized for U3Si2 in LWRs and was utilized to study U3Si2’s fission gas behavior under 
steady state LWR conditions [7].  



 
In this study, the fission bubble morphology data collected from PIEs of Xe implanted 
specimens were adopted to validate and optimize the rate theory model. For the rate theory 
model in the GRASS-SST code, the major difference between in-pile neutron irradiation and 
ion irradiation is the correlation between Xe generation/accumulation rate and radiation 
damage rate. During in-pile neutron irradiation, each fission reaction produces two fission 
products. Although only ~0.24 of the two products generated in each fission reaction are Xe 
ions, all the fission products contribute to the radiation damage and consequent radiation 
enhanced diffusion (RED). On the contrary, in Xe ion irradiation experiments, radiation 
damage and RED is solely induced by Xe ions. In the GRASS-SST rate theory model, both 
Xe generation rate and RED are calculated by multiplying fission density rate and a 
respective coefficient. Hence, the coefficient used to calculate RED effect was modified for 
ion irradiation so that the unique correlation between Xe accumulation rate and radiation 
damage rate in the ion implantation experiments can be captured. With the modified rate 
theory model, the bubble morphology in Xe implanted specimens can be compared with the 
model’s predictions. Thus, the reliability of the rate theory model was further improved. 
 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Bubble Morphology at Various LWR Temperatures 

 

 
Fig 1. Morphology of intragranular Xe bubbles shown by defocused TEM bright-field images: 
(a) small lattice and dislocation intragranular bubbles formed at 300ºC; (b) small lattice 
intragranular bubbles formed at 450ºC; (c) small lattice intragranular bubbles formed at 
600ºC; (d) large lattice intragranular bubbles formed at 600ºC 
 
When irradiated, U3Si2 has been reported to oxidize even in a TEM chamber [6], where only 
a tracing amount of oxygen/moisture exists. In this study, the vacuum level of the ion 
irradiation chamber was approximately 10-4 Pa, which is slightly higher than the typical TEM 
vacuum (~10-5 Pa). As a result, oxidation layers formed in all three specimens after 
irradiation. A prominent temperature effect on oxidation was observed: the thickness of the 
oxidation layer increase from ~1 μm at 300ºC to ~4 μm at 600ºC. The oxidation layer is U-

enriched and Si-depleted according to energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), 



whereas the Si was found to diffuse inward and form a Si-enriched USi2-x layer between the 
oxidation layer and remainder of U3Si2. As the range of 84 MeV Xe ions in U3Si2 is much 
deeper than 4 μm, U3Si2 phase was preserved in all of the three samples near the Xe 

deposition peak at approximately 6.5 μm from the surface. Thus, the Xe bubbles can be 

investigated in U3Si2 implanted at all three representative LWR temperatures examined in 
this study. 

 
Intragranular bubbles formed in U3Si2 lattice of all three specimens implanted at different 
temperatures. At 300ºC, spherical lattice intragranular bubbles were observed around the 
region corresponding to the peak of Xe deposition predicted by SRIM. As the implantation 
temperature is elevated to 450ºC, the spherical shape and size of these lattice intragranular 
bubbles remain. However, once the implantation temperature is as high as 600ºC, a 
prominent bubble morphology change occurs. In addition to these spherical and small 
bubbles, faceting bubbles with tens of nm in size also formed in U3Si2 lattice. Bubble 
morphology investigations clearly show that lattice intragranular bubbles have a monomodal 
size distribution with an average size of ~2.7 nm at 300ºC and 450ºC. At 600ºC, lattice 
intragranular bubbles have a bimodal size distribution. Aside from these small spherical 
bubbles similar to those observed at lower LWR temperatures, large faceting bubbles of ~20 
nm in size coexist within the U3Si2 grains, resulting a bimodal size distribution. This implies 
the activation of bubble coalescence occurs between 450ºC and 600ºC.  
 

 

Fig 2. Size distribution of intragranular Xe bubbles: (a) small intragranular bubbles formed at 
various implantation temperatures; (b) large intragranular bubbles formed at 600ºC 
 
The U3Si2 specimens investigated in this study contain few dislocations prior to Xe 
implantation [6]. After implantation at 300ºC, a prominent dislocation accumulation induced 
by irradiation was observed. Some of the radiation-induced dislocations are localized to form 
dislocation arrays, which are also known as low-angle grain boundaries (LAGBs). Both 
separate dislocations and LAGBs are decorated by Xe bubbles that are larger than lattice 
intragranular bubbles. At higher implantation temperatures, radiation-induced dislocations 
were hardly distinguished in the specimens, which indicated that the annealing effect 
suppressed the defect accumulation. As a result, dislocation bubbles play a marginal role at 
these temperatures. 
 
Additionally, in the specimen implanted at 300ºC, bubbles were found to accumulate on the 
high-angle grain boundaries (HAGBs), as shown in Fig. 3(a). The size distribution of these 



interagranular bubbles were found to slightly vary with type of grain boundaries. The bubble 
size ranges from 1.5 nm up to 9.5 nm with an average size around 4.22 nm, which is larger 
than that of the lattice intragranular bubbles but is comparable to that of the dislocation 
intragranular bubbles. 
 

 

Fig 3. Interagranular bubbles on a HAGB in the U3Si2 specimen implanted at 300ºC: (a) a 
STEM HAADF Image; (b) size distribution 
 
At higher implantation temperatures, namely 450ºC and 600ºC, intergranular bubbles are 
expected to further evolve due to faster diffusion of Xe in U3Si2. Unfortunately, there are only 
a few preexisting grain boundaries in the TEM lamellae prepared from these two specimens; 
and preferential oxidation near grain boundaries at elevated irradiation temperatures made it 
infeasible to characterize intergranular bubbles at 450ºC and 600ºC. Further efforts including 
surface protection coating will be made to suppress the radiation-enhanced oxidation of 
U3Si2 in the irradiation chamber to enable the study of intergranular bubble morphology 
beyond ~450ºC. 
 

3.2 Optimization and Validation of the Rate Theory Model 

As previously reported, the rate theory model of the GRASS-SST code has been modified 
and parameterized using a combination of research reactor experimental data and DFT 
calculation results [7]. The research reactor and DFT data provided limited information to the 
behavior of Xe on the grain boundaries. In this study, the quantitative morphology of 
intergranular Xe bubbles collected at 300ºC was utilized to optimize one of the most 
important grain boundary related parameters, χ (see Table. 1). 
 

Table 1: The rate theory model parameters after optimization 

Symbol Parameter Value Origin 

D0 intrinsic Xe diffusivity (pre-exponential constant) 7.73×10-7 m2/s D 

Q intrinsic Xe diffusivity (activation energy) 1.68 eV D 

Dg
RED Xe radiation-enhanced diffusivity (RED) factor 4.0×10-16 m5 I 

fn bubble nucleation factor 0.01 R 

b0 bubble resolution factor 1.0×10-25 m3 R 

γ surface energy of U3Si2 1.32 J/m2 D 

gbr(1) effective resolution factor of Xe from grain faces 1.00 R 

χ enhancement factor of Xe RED on grain boundaries 14 I 

Origin: D: DFT calculation; I: ion irradiation experiments (this work); R: research reactor data. 
 



In addition, the radiation enhanced diffusivity of Xe in U3Si2 cannot be calculated as 
straightforward as intrinsic (thermally-activated) Xe diffusivity. Hence, Dg

RED was also 
optimized using the ion irradiation experimental results. These two key rate theory 
parameters were determined by fitting the bubble size distribution and number density 
observed in the Xe implantation experiment. The key rate theory parameters after 
optimization are listed in Table.1 
 

 

Fig 4. Optimization and validation of the rate theory model: (a) comparison of the swelling 
strain values predicted by the original BISON correlation and the rate theory model before 
and after optimization; (b) three temperature regimes of gaseous swelling in U3Si2 predicted 
by optimized rate theory model  

 
The updated model was then used to predict the fission gas behavior under typical steady 
state LWR conditions by adopting the operation parameters predicted by a BISON study [2]. 
As intragranular bubbles dominate the fission gas behavior during normal operation, the rate 
theory models before and after optimization yield very similar swelling results (see Fig. 4(a)). 
More importantly, during the ion irradiation, the heating effect of the ion beam creates a ~20 
K/mm temperature gradient in the U3Si2 specimens. At that temperature gradient, the 
optimized rate theory model predicts a gas swelling strain vs. temperature profile as 
illustrated in Fig. 4(b). Similar to what was reported in Ref. [7], three temperature regimes, 
the gas behavior of which is respectively dominated by intragranular bubbles with 
monomodal size distribution, intragranular bubbles with bimodal size distribution, and 
intergranular bubbles, can be identified. The transition between monomodal and bimodal 
intragranular bubble regimes occurs at approximately 480ºC, which is consistent with the 
observation of this study. Hence, ion implantation experiments reported in this study also 
validate the reliability of the rate theory model. The rate theory model developed in this study 
have also been used to predict fission gas behavior of U3Si2 under accident scenarios after 
adopting models governing bubble evolution kinetics during power transients [16]. 
 

4. Conclusion 

In this study, a systematic high-energy Xe implantation experiment was performed at 
elevated temperatures to provide direct experimental data on fission gas behavior of U3Si2 in 
LWRs. The microstructure characterization of the implanted specimens produced 
quantitative morphology data of Xe bubbles. A rate theory model of fission gas behavior that 
was previously developed for U3Si2 in LWRs was further improved and validated using the 
ion implantation experiment results. The model is capable of reliably predicting the fission 



gas behavior under both steady-state and transient LWR conditions. High-energy ion 
irradiation proved to be a powerful and economical tool to provide direct experimental 
observations of novel nuclear fuels’ fuel performance to support modeling development and 
predict its in-pile behavior. 
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